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For clay based materials, studying the organization of mineral skeleton and pore space as well as water
distribution remains a key and challenging task. This is needed to fully understand and model their
macroscopic hydro-mechanical or transport properties. Especially when swelling clay minerals are
involved, such materials are well known to represent spatially heterogeneous and anisotropic media from
the nanometre (i.e., the crystal/interlayer scale) to the centimetre scale (i.e., the sample size involved in
macroscopic experiments). Probing their organization over this extremely large scale range requires the
combination of different techniques providing quantitative results feeding global balances.

As clay organization depends on the resin used during embedding process or on content/composition of
pore water, the coupling of different techniques is possible only when similar environmental conditions are
used. Moreover, constraints on data acquisition or treatment actually does not allow the quantitative study
of water saturated and compacted clay samples by electron microscopy or X-ray diffraction, i.e., in the
main organization state involved in nuclear waste repositories. A preliminary, technically possible but still
challenging task is to couple different methods quantitatively for studying the impact of hydration on
organization at different scales of unsaturated samples. In addition of the cross-validation of the methods
used, constraints on organization and processes involved just below water-saturation conditions could be
provided.

An alternative way for the study of the impact of hydration at different organization scales is to use the
same technique, here the laboratory or synchrotron-based X-ray tomography, on different controlled
macroscopic samples which mimic either only one swelling crystal (here a mono-crystal of vermiculite) or
one oriented clay powder grain (here a mono-aggregate of purified MX-80 smectite). For the latter sample,
the additional contribution of mesopores between the particles will both impact the swelling properties and
water distribution. Finally, compacted powders of MX-80 bentonite are studied in order to represent the
engineered barriers and to introduce larger inter-aggregate macropores. Furthermore using simpler samples
than natural clay materials widely simplifies the mechanism identification and the balance building.

By developing specific measurement cells for controlling the relative humidity around the samples, the
visualization of their 3D organization in hydrated conditions is now available by X-ray tomography with
a resolution of 10 µm or 700 nm in function of the set-up. For each type of sample, the swelling rate at
both crystal and particle aggregate scales is then quantified along hydration. Additional data acquired in
the same conditions using XRD, water adsorption gravimetry and small angle neutron scattering allow
building a multi-scale (i) scheme for the evolution of the organization and (ii) balance of distribution each
type of pores (i.e., interlayer spaces, mesopores, macropores) and their respective water contents.


